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Script Sample: Haque (2017)

Level 1\12
(From here on, “The Old Man appears” shows in the text crawl every time he pops up)

OMA: Maybe you're wondering who I am. That's just fine, I love talking about myself. I don't get many 
visitors, you know.

A long time ago I’d have fought these monsters off myself! But alas, those days are long gone. Now I 
spend my days reminiscing by the fire.

How am I talking to you, then? Magic, of course! I am extremely magical.

(Some time later)

This land used to be so quiet before all these monsters moved in. Well, this part of the land, anyway. I 
don’t get out much.

Level 1\12: First Manticore
OMA: Oh, impressive! You killed a manticore, and all on your own! Glad to see it. You wouldn’t believe
what those beasts did to my vegetable garden.

Level 1\12: Second Attempt (Player death on Attempt 1)
OMA: Greetings, Traveler! I’m glad you’re here, the last traveler who came through was no help at all! 
Why don’t we start over again? Monsters bad. Land in danger. Eternal war. You save. Got it?

Level 1\12: Third Attempt (Player death on Attempt 2)
OMA: {W}Greetings{W}, Traveler! We sure are going through travelers at an alarming rate around 
here! Care to help out with that?

Level 1\12: Fourth Attempt (Player death on Attempt 3)
OMA: It is quite pretty here, isn’t it? Look at these trees! Aren’t they nice.

Wouldn't it be funny if I had completely forgotten to tell you a crucial detail about how to play-- I 
mean fight monsters? I didn't actually forget anything, I just thought it might be a laugh. Although, 
now you'll never know. Whoops!
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Lore Sample: Fairy Tale

Some time ago there lived three thieves who liked to steal from travelers 
along the trade roads. They robbed the rich and poor alike, with little regard for 
the lives of others.

One night, the three encountered an old woman walking alone. As they 
approached her with their knives drawn, she waved her hands at them, and they
found themselves transported to another place entirely. It was daytime in this 
new land, and the skies were purple and the hills were red and flowered. They 
had been banished to the fairy lands.

They wandered until they found a city, in which all manner of fairy creature 
resided. Being thieves, they stole what they could, but as the fey are a watchful 
sort, the thieves came away with naught but tiny reams of fabric woven by 
fairies. As they examined their spoils, a passing faun warned them that the 
fabric would do them no good. They squirreled it away anyway.

After a few days, the three were able to barter with a pixie for directions 
back to mortal lands. They returned to their own realm, finding that many years 
had passed. With no money but the fairy cloth to their names, they attempted 
to split the fabric into shares by color. However, when they tried to rip the 
shining material, they found it impossible. The threads were too tightly woven, 
the handiwork too tiny to undo.

They attempted to cut the fabric with a knife, but the blade grew dull 
without splitting a thread. They took the bolts to a tailor in a nearby city, but 
neither his sharpest scissors nor his tiniest seam-ripper could pierce the little 
cloths. They sought a blacksmith, but his strongest wedge did not make a dent, 
nor did the drip of molten steel cause a burn. They sought a witch, but none of 
her enchantments or potions had any effect, and they suspected she was not a 
real witch anyway.

By this time, these strange men with their unbreakable cloth were the talk of 
the town. They were summoned by a nobleman to display their strange 
problem, and expecting a reward, they obliged. The nobleman was intrigued by 
the fairy cloth, and ordered his strongest knights to break the weave. They 
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struck and slashed to no avail. Fascinated by this display, the nobleman told the 
thieves they ought to show the cloth to the King.

At this time, the thieves felt certain they would have a reward, if they could 
amuse the King with something as rare as fairy cloth. The nobleman provided 
them with new, rich clothing, and they fancied themselves self-made men. A 
royal escort was sent for, and a dozen knights led them to an audience at the 
palace. Standing before all the noble men and women of the realm, and the 
behest of the King himself, they summoned the tailor, the blacksmith and the 
witch to prove the strength of the cloth. The tiny bolts remained resilient.

Bewildered, the King asked them where they acquired this magical fabric. 
The thieves replied that they had been to the fairy lands, and were given the 
cloth as a gift. The King frowned, and remained silent for a spell.

Finally, he asked them, “You have been away a long while, but not aged one 
day?”

“Yes, your majesty.”
“Then I am not mistaken. You are the highway robbers who stole from me 

when I was a boy.”
He called his guards down upon them, and later that week they were 

hanged.
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Fiction Sample: Fantasy

With a sudden, violent shake, the earth beneath him heaved and fell away. 
Clarke found himself pitched into thin air. He tumbled downward, his spinning 
vision a bright blur of grey and blue. The fall stretched on, seemingly eternal until
he slammed spine-first into a hard surface. The breath was forced from his lungs, 
and his throat worked helplessly as he stared up. The colorless sky above was 
hazy and still. A street lamp floated across the empty expanse.

His lungs finally unclenched and Clarke gasped, tasting the salt air of the sea. 
He sat up, running his hands weakly over the white marble beneath him. The 
haze of magic at his fingertips still glowed and prickled. He coughed and dragged 
himself to his feet. He glanced up and froze.

Above him, the open sky of the Hollow was interrupted by a wide smear of 
red. Massive bones, scarred and shattered, moved through the distant fog in a 
slow circle. Torn flesh and butchered fins revolved in a flowing cloud of blood. In 
the distance, the dessicated corpse of a whale moved through the murk. The 
whole gory horizon echoed with mournful sound like the crying of a child. Clarke 
absorbed the sight in mute horror, the weight of it anchoring him in place. What 
had happened here?

Distant movement caught his attention, and he turned toward a grassy 
island to see the old witch standing serenely by. She seemed not to have noticed
him, instead leaning with her head tilted toward the dead whale. Clarke 
glowered at her, one hand pressed to his chest as his lungs ached.

Almost without thinking, he drew the scalding heat of a spell into his hand 
and darted across the expanse. He charged the length of the island, approaching
the witch in blind fury. She stepped back as he drew close, but Clarke grasped 
her arm and shook her roughly. She lost her footing and made a weak grab for 
his rain-soaked shirt. Her eyes roved blankly over his shoulder.

“Always the favorite!” she fought to free herself, “I can see your strings! How
they snag and pull.”
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“Enough,” he hissed, and his voice rang alien and cold in the heavy air, “Why 
kill the Duke? What do you have to gain?”

Her bony fingers formed a fist against his chest, and Lady Marsh calmed 
herself long enough to let out a low laugh that seemed to multiply as it mingled 
with whale song.

“Me?” her lips twisted into a faint smile, “Oh, I knew you were a fool.”

She shoved him back, harder than Clarke would have thought possible, and a
blast of wind between them forced him off-balance. He stumbled, and a careless
step backwards sent his foot sliding over the edge of the island. He was 
weightless for a moment as the mossy stone scraped the sole of his boot. He fell,
arms flailing desperately for the ledge. The spell in his palm flared briefly, but 
Clarke could not force his hand to clench. Then the ledge was out of reach, and 
he was plummeting through the stagnant Hollow.
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Script Sample: Dialogue

Scene: The interior of a hastily-constructed field tent. There are a few cots lining 
the edges, crates for tables, and a small kitchen area with a gas burner, stovetop 
and water spigot. Tess (the player character) is sitting on a cot nursing a wounded
arm. Lia'Basti (an ally character, a non-human from another planet) is walking 
past on her way to the kitchenette.

Tess: Aren't you supposed to be patching people up in the med bay? Ela'Nadra 
got hit hard.

Lia'Basti: I can only do so much for a head injury.

(She shoots a bitter look at Tess)

I can do even less for ingrained stupidity.

Tess: Wow, you do run hot and cold. You were singing my praises yesterday 
during debrief.

Lia'Basti: I was not. And putting my brother in danger to preserve your ego isn't 
going to win my trust, either.

(Lia'Basti busies herself at the sink, filling a kettle with water.)

Tess: I thought you aliens were sturdy.

Lia'Basti: And I thought you humans had a self-preservation instinct.

Tess: Look, Basti, I'm sorry, okay? Nadra and I both got blindsided, it wasn't just 
me--
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Lia'Basti: It was your decision to charge in, wasn't it?

Tess: God, what is your problem? I got everyone out alive! Is that not good 
enough for you?

(Lia'Basti slams the kettle down onto the stovetop)

Lia'Basti: I've lost interest in this conversation. Discuss it with Ela'Nadra. I'm sure 
he'll be happy to see you.

(Lia'Basti fiddles with the stove for a moment, trying to coax it to life. Tess sits 
silently, apparently considering how to respond.)

Tess: Why the hell would I discuss it with Ela'Nadra? He was there. And he's not 
the one who's mad at me.

(Lia'Basti does not turn to look, but shrugs defensively)

Tess: Wait...

Lia'Basti: What?

Tess: Are you jealous?

Lia'Basti: What?

Tess: You. Acting like a spoiled kid this morning. Being weird about Nadra. You're 
jealous.

Lia'Basti: (Too defensively) Why would I be jealous?

Tess: (Gesturing to herself) Why wouldn't you be?
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Lia'Basti: You, Teresa, are an incredible study in over-inflated pride.

Tess: Sounds like your exact type.

(Lia'Basti crosses her arms, watching the tea kettle in pointed silence.)

Tess: (Pause) Oh. Uh. Okay. I was... joking. Mostly.

Lia'Basti: I know.

Tess: (Standing abruptly) I should... leave now.

Lia'Basti: Yes.

Tess: Right.

(Tess awkwardly exits the tent. Lia'Basti makes no move to stop her.)
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Lore Sample: Journal Entry

You would have liked yesterday. Givok dragged me into the lounge and 
started mixing drinks. First thing he said to me was, 'I’m not very good at this,’ 
and then he proceeds to pour me a glass of something he called the Kickback. It 
sorta tasted the way tank exhaust smells. I don’t even want to know what was in 
it. Or if it was safe for humans.

We talked about you. Swapped stories. He told me how hard it was for you, 
leaving us behind. I know we said we’d bury that one, but I keep thinking– If 
things had gone differently that day, if I hadn’t been so angry, maybe we’d have 
had more time. Givok said you wouldn’t want me to feel that way. He’s right.

Anyway, after a while James and Enasi joined us. Then Carl. Sam. Melgar. It 
didn’t even feel like an intervention until my third Kickback. I don’t think it was 
just for me, though. I think we all needed today. We sat around and talked for 
hours, just like old times. It was like you were there, every time someone told a 
story. Every time we laughed. I actually laughed today. It felt good.

Melgar tried to convince Slade to join us. I think he’s avoiding me, to be 
honest. I can’t really blame him. He’s been distant since you… well. Melgar didn’t 
push the issue, though, just told him to come down if he changed his mind. He 
never did.

After the… I almost said party, but it was more like a wake– Enasi put me up 
in her cabin, said I deserved a good night’s sleep for once. I was pretty drunk by 
then, and I got a little… depressing. We sat on the edge of the bed. She held my 
hand. I asked if we were okay and she said we were. We both miss you, Boss.
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